FSM DIVISION OF CIVIL AVIATION DIRECTIVE

Directive No.: 050610-01

SUMMARY: This directive affects all Helicopter operators in the FSM. This directive is to advise all Airport and Helicopter operators that there will be no more flights of helicopter over land and all areas South airport location. All helicopters, that are approved by FSM Dept. of TC&I, on land must be ground-transported to the airport and take flight from the airport out to sea or boat. Same goes for helicopters out at sea or on boats, helicopters must fly to airport and ground-transported to hangars.

DATES: Effective May 5, 2010 until further notice

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Massy Halbert, Assistant Secretary – Division of Civil Aviation, FSM Dept. of Transportation, Communications & Infrastructure.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: All Helicopter operators have been advised to start considering moving their maintenance hangars to airport or its surrounding area. The Department is granting 12 months from today for all helicopter hangars to physically relocate to the airport or its surrounding area.